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pretation of their translation, " and for the half of the week he 
shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease." The Hebrew 
is M:ll M~:l\V~ l',:l\VM ~~n, translated in the LXX KaL £v r<iJ 
'IJJL(cn.L r}; C.f33aJLuD::>c;; K.r. \. Of course the choice between the 
translations turns upon the meaning of '~~M,. · The word itself is 
quite capable of either sense, and is frequently rendered in both 
ways in the A.V. and the Revision alike. As examples, the transla
tion in lite midst is retained by the revisers in J er. xvii. 11 ; Zech. 
xiv. 4· In later Hebrew, in the Masoretic notes at the end of the 
several books, it is the ordinary word for " the middle." The choice 
of translation in Dan. ix. 2 7 must be determined by the interpreta
tion of the prophecy. Fidelity to the Hebrew did not require a 
change in the Authorized Version, which is sustained by the LXX. 

Eip..[ and y[vop..aL with P art£c£ples z'1t the New 

Tcs tanzent. 

BY PROF. G. H. SCHODDE, PH.D. 

PROBABLY, with the sole exception of the strange use made of the 
conjunction iva by the New Testament writers, no syntactical pecu
liarity of Biblical Greek is more striking than the construction of . 
ELJ.Ll, and less frequently of YLVOJLaL, in connection with a participle, as 
auxiliary verbs, or at least with the virtual force of auxiliary verbs. 
The instances in which this occurs are so frequent, especially in the 
gospels and the Acts, that the mere mention of the fact will suffice 
to make clear what is meant. 

An analysis of the cases here under consideration shows that not · 
in all instances is the auxiliary force of the verb equally pronounced. 
The clearest instances are those where E iJL~ is used with the participle 
as a mere circumlocution for a finite form of the verb. Thus, e.g. 
with the pres. part. f.cTTt 7rpocrava7rA1Jpov~a ••• KaL 7rEpLcrCTE1hvcra, 2 Cor. 
ix. I 2 ; much more frequently of the imperfect and aorist, as ~v 
r.pauywv, Mark x. 32 ; ~ v Ka() ~l;Ow!!, iv. 23; ~crav KaOq,'J.f.vm, Luke v. 
I 7; ~l' f.K{3c!AA.w1', xi. I4 : then of the future, as €crovraL 1rL7rTOVT£'i, 

Mark xiii. 25 ; or with the perfect, as ~v C.crrwc;; for the aorist; and 
very frequently with the part. perf. pass., as ~v ~ l1rtypacp~ lmy£ypaJL

JLEFYJ, Mark xv. 26, etc. 
Somewhat different from these instances are those where the writer 

evidently intended that this construction is to express continued or 
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habitual action, and thus gives to the participle more of a predicate 
value, e.g. ~v KYJpVacrwv, Mark i. 36, Luke iv. 44; l]aav l'YJCTTEV:wns, 

Mark ii. 18; ~aav av..\A.a.\ol:•vns, Mark 9, 2, etc. Cf. on this con
struction the grammars of Winer, § 45, 5, and especially Buttmann, 
§ 144, 24-12, as also Grimm's edition of \Vilkius, Clavis Novi 
Testamenti, under Eip/ II. 4· 

The use of an auxiliary verb, or of a verb in an auxiliary sense, 
seems, at first glance, to be so un-Greek in character, that the reader 
will naturally think of tracing this peculiarity of New Testament Greek 
to ?Orne extraneous source. Especially will this be the case when he 
recalls to mind that the language of Palestine in Christ's day, the 
idiom in which the New Testament writers undoubtedly did their 
thinking, and the moulding influences of which, whether this was 
consciously done or not, is seen in many peculiarities of this branch 
of Hellenistic Greek, had developed this construction to a remark
able degree, and allowed it even to usurp the place of the finite verb. 
But yet this construction was not alien to the Greek genius, although 
it is found but rarely in the classical literature extant. Greek gram
marians and lexicographers agree that this construction does at times 
occur in the best of Greek authors. Cf. the exhausti\·e grammar of 
Kruger, § 56, 1 sqq., who cites also the verb -lnnl.pxw as used in this 
manner, especially by Dcmosthenes ; then, Hadley-Allen, § 98 r ; 
\Viner, § 45, 5, and Liddell and Scott's Lexicon, under d;.L[ E. 2, for 
such examples. An examination of these passages shows that while 
some of them would admit of another and different interpretation, 
yet in the majority of cases we have here the same grammatical 
phenomenon that we find so much more frequently in the pages of 
the New Testament, and that the verb dp.[ is to all intents and pur
poses an auxiliary \"erb. 

But when we ask the next question, namely, why the New Testa
ment writers, at least some of them, make such frequent use of a 
construction which was of such rare occurrence in classical Greek, 
the answer undoubtedly is to be found in the fact that in their times 
the Semitic tongues had already made this idiom a matter of eyery
day usage among the people, both in speaking these tongues as 
also in employing the Greek as the learned language of the times. 
In Old Testament Hebrew this construction is also much more the 
exception than the rule. The most satisfactory discussion of the use 
of :'1"'n wit~ the participle in this sense is found in Ewald's JJcb. 
Grammatik, § r68, c. 2, who cites such passages as Gen. xxxvii. 2; Zech. 
iii. 3 ; Job i. 14 f. ; 2 Sam. iii. 6 ; r Kings xii. 6 ; Deut. ix. 7 ; xxii. 24; 
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Ps. x. 14; cxxii. 2, and others. Cf. also Gesenius Thesaurus, sub 
z•crbo, 3, aa, and Gesenius-Kautzsch, Grammatik, § 134, 2, c. Among , 
the extra-Hebraic tongues this construction seems to have been very 
common, at least at a later date. In Biblical Aramaic it occurs again 
and again. In Kautzsch's recently published grammar of Biblical 
Aramaic, § 76, 2 f. (p. 139), is found a classification and full discus- ' 
sion of the instances found in Ezra and Daniel. The early adoption· 
of this construction in Hellenistic Greek is seen from the fact that 
the Septuagint translation has it as a fixed usus loquendi, as · is also 
the case in the Targumic and Talmudic idioms. Cf. the examples in 
Buxtorf, Lexico1t Chaldicum, etc., under ;-r,;-r or N,;-r. ' In the 
Syriac, or East Aramaic, a dialect in kind virtually identical with the 
Biblical and Targumic Aramaic, this construction has in many places 
cro·.vded out the regular finite forms of the verb. In the Peshito 
the use of the verb lt'vo with the participles is even more frequent 
than that of d p..{ in the Greek New Testament. · , 

In the South Semitic languages virtually the same construction is 
found, but with the marked peculiarity that here the participle used 
with the auxiliary verb is supplanted by some form of the-verbum .. 
finitum. In Arabic the equivalent of ;-r~;-r or ;-r,;-r is not used, but 
its place is taken by kana (Heb. j,~), and this verb is regularly 

used with the perfect and the imperfect of the verb in an auxiliary 
sense, just as are auxiliary verbs in' the English and other modem 
languages. Cf. 'Vright's A rabic Grammar, Vol. II. §§ 3, 9, 10. In 
the Ethiopic the copulative verb is halava, which is generally used with • 
the imperfect of the verb to e~press a continued action in the future; 
like amaturus est, but frequently also in a purely auxiliary m~ner. 
Cf. Dillman's /Etlziopische Grammatik, § 88, 2 (p. 138 sq .. ). 

The facts here stated seem to show conclusively that the use 
of this peculiar construction in the New Testament is capable of a 
good historical and philological explanation; that it is at least not ·" 
un-Greek in its character, but was probably developed to its exten
sive employment by the influence of the Semitic way of thinking, 
to which the New Testament writers were given. 


